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Details of Visit:

Author: tomtomclub
Location 2: Harrow
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 16 May 2008 11.00
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Silk And Stockings
Website: http://www.silkandstockings.com
Phone: 07951514451

The Premises:

Ground floor flat in reasonably discreet area. Parking across the street. A previous report
complained that the kitchen and bathroom were untidy. I tend to focus on the bedroom, which was
spotless. Large mirrors on two walls.

The Lady:

Very pretty Lithuanian girl in her early-to-mid twenties. One of the best bodies I've come across
(literally!) in my many years of punting. The most wonderful breasts.

The Story:

This was my fifth or sixth visit to Sara but I've only fairly recently set up an account with Punternet
so this is my first report on her. Silk and Stockings consistently get great girls working there - who
can forget Zoe who has now, sadly, moved elsewhere? Sara now recognises me (do I get frequent
flyer points?) so I get a warm smile and a kiss when she walks in the room. I'm very keen on setting
up a rapport with the girls and Sara is very easy to talk with (her English is excellent) and a very
engaging girl. Having exchanged cash it's on to the bed for a brief massage. Not professional
standard but good nonetheless. She then slides up alongside you to let you play with those
magnificent breasts while she gently strokes your cock. She's also OK with you fooling around
downstairs. I hadn't punted for about a month so this preamble got the juices rising. I warned her
that she'd need to be slow when we got down to the action proper. I few wipes with a freezing wet-
wipe (I'm always clean as a whistle but don't mind the girls making sure) and then onto the greatest
oral you could hope for. Long licks along the shaft, deep and slow oral and plenty of eye contact.
The mirrored walls really help here. She uses plenty of spit and there's lots of gentle wanking
between the bouts of oral. With Sara, there is no rush. There's also no CIM so when I could hold
back no longer - perhaps ten minutes, I'm no great stud - then out it comes and weeks worth of goo
all over me. In the past I've cum on her tits which is pretty fantastic. I tend to stick with oral only
because I'm a bit of an early squirter with sex but I'll go for that next time. I suspect it would be
magnificent. There is no french kissing with Sara, which is a shame, so not a true GFE but the girl's
oral technique, her body and her personality make her my favourite girl on the scene right now.
Highly recommended. Enjoy all those holidays, Sara, and I'll see you when you get bacj from
Lithuania.
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